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We are concerned with programs for comput ing functions, and the runn ing  
times of these programs as measured by "step-count ing"  functions. The  
notions of "programs"  and "step-count ing"  functions are treated axiomatically, 
so the theorems are machine- independent.  
In particular, we are interested in 0-1 valued recursive function f and their 
complexity lower bounds F. Say theE(x)  is a lower bound on the number  of steps 
to compute f(x), if every program that computes f(x) takes at least F(x) steps 
for almost all x. In other words, relative toP ,  f is difficult to compute on all but  
a finite number  of arguments,  no matter  wbat program is used to compute 
the function. 
It is known that for a large class of such functions, there is an effective 
procedure with the following property: G iven any index for the function, one 
can calculate the upper  bound on the number of arguments  on which the 
funct ion is easy to compute.  We exhibit another large class of functions for 
which it is not possible to effectively compute this upper bound. Further,  one 
can never effectively go from the index of any function to a bound on the size 
of the arguments  on which the function is easy to compute. 
On the other hand, we show that for some functions, f ,  any lower bound 
F(x) on the number  of steps to compute f(x) is either very poor in the sense 
that a much higher lower bound exists, or else i fF(x)  is not poor in this sense, 
then the number  of steps required to compute F(x) is greater than the number  
of steps required to compute f(x) by some reasonably good program for f .  
Intuitively, this means that a good lower bound F(x) on the number  of steps 
to compute f(x) may be useless because it takes longer to compute F(x) than to 
compute f(x). 
The  proof technique used is significant in its own right. It combines tech- 
niques used in the proof of two of the most  important results in the theory of  
computat ional  complexity, the gap theorem (Borodin, 1972) and the operator 
speed-up theorem (Meyer and Fisher, 1968). 
* Th is  work, which is based on a Ph.D.  thesis submitted to the Department of 
Electrical Engineering and Computer  Science, University of California, Berkeley, 
September 1972, was supported in part by National Science Foundat ion Grant  
G J-708. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with algorithms and programs which 
implement hese algorithms. Mathematically we represent the algorithms 
as partial recursive functions, {¢i}i~1 •Intuitively, a partial recursive function 
¢i is an "effective" mapping from dV', the set of nonnegative integers, into ~V'. 
The index i can be considered as a "coding" for the program instructions, 
which compute the function ~i in the following sense. 
The program with instruction coded as i and the input data coded as x are 
both fed into the computer. If after a finite amount of time, the computer 
stops execution and produces an output y, then we say ~i(x) converges and 
¢i(x) = y. Otherwise ¢i(x) is said to diverge. 
A recursive function is a partial recursive function which converges on 
every input. To measure the computation complexity of these programs, we 
use the concept of step-counting functions, { t}i=0, qsl is the step-counting 
function associated with the program i. Step-counting functions are partial 
recursive functions that satisfy the following two conditions. 
(1.1) For every pair of nonnegative integers i, x, q~i(x) converges if and 
only if ¢i(x) converges. 
(1.2) For every triplet of nonnegative integers i, x, y, it is "effectively" 
decidable whether the predicate [qSi(x) = y] is true or not. 
Both of our intuitive measures of computational complexity such as time and 
space requirement of program satisfy these two conditions. More detailed 
discussion and examples of step-counting functions can be found in Blum 
(1970), Hartmanis and Hopcroft (1971). 
Given a recursive function f, often one is interested in the minimum 
resources required to computef. To be more specific, we adopt he following 
definition. 
(1.3) Let f be a recursive function. We say a recursive function g is 
a lower bound on the complexity of f, if for every program i, ¢i = f implies 
~i(x) >~ g(x) for almost all x. 
Note that the clause, "for almost all x," allowsg to fail for a finite number of 
arguments as a lower bound on the complexity of program i.
Using this definition, Rabin has shown that any recursive function g can 
serve as a lower bound on tile complexity of some other 0-1-valued recursive 
functionsf. The class of recursive functions that have g as tile lower bound is 
called g-difficult. These functions were first studied by Rabin (1960) and 
subsequently b  Blum (1970), Meyer and McCreight (1970), etc. 
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In the remainder of this paper, we shall address ourselves to the following 
three questions regarding a lower bound g. 
(1) What can we say about the finite set of integers on which g fails as a 
lower bound ? 
(2) How "good" is g as a lower bound ? 
(3) What is the computational complexity ofg ? 
The following are the basic definitions and notations we shall use. Addi- 
tional definitions will be introduced wherever they are needed. 
J¢~ is the set of nonnegative integers. ~ is the set of (total) recursive 
functions of n variable. ~ is the set of partial recursive functions of n 
variables. 
The notations "V~°x, '' "~x"  denote "almost all ~" and "infinitely many x," 
respectively. When the argument is not ambiguous, phrases "almost every- 
where" and "infinitely often" (abbreviated as "a.e." and "i.o.") are used 
instead. I f  p(x) is a statement containing the variable x then Ax[p(x)] is a 
predicate of one variable on JU. The A-notation is also used for functions. 
The statements "Ax[p(x)] (a.e.)" and "Ax[p(x)] (i.o.)" means that p(x) is true 
for all but finitely many x ~ A~, and for infinitely many x ~ ~/~, respectively. 
The phrase "for sufficiently large f ~  ,..." means "there is a b ~ such 
that for all f~  ~,  f ~ b (a.e.) --+ ." ."  Similarly, "for arbitrarily large func- 
t ions f~ """ means "for every b ~ ,  there is an f  ~ b (a.e.) --'." 
Choose areeursive 1-1 map of the integers onto the set of all 2-tuples of 
integers. (x, y )  denotes the integer which maps onto (x, y). 
The function q~i s then ith partial recursive function in a standard enumera- 
tion o f~ z . A Blum measure or step-counting function q~ = {~b 0, q~l ,-..} is a 
sequence of functions in @1 satisfying two axioms, (1.1) and (1.2). 
2. THOSE FINITE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS 
Suppose a recursive function g is a lower bound on the complexity of some 
other recursive functionf. Thenf i s  g-difficult. In this section, we are primarily 
concerned with the finite set of integers on whiehf  is easier to compute than 
the lower boundg. For this, we introduce the following definition: 
DEFINITION (2.1). Let g ~1.  For every i, 
~( i )  = {~ 1 ~(~)  < g(~)}. 
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That is, E~(i) consists of all integers on which g fails to bound the complexity 
of program i from below. 
Given an 0-1 valued recursive function f which is g-difficult and given any 
program i which computes f, we can ask two types of questions. 
(2.2) What is an upper bound on max(E~(i)) ? 
(2.3) What is an upper bound on #(E~(i)) 71 
I f  we know the answer to (2.2), then we also know the solution to (2.3). 
But notice that, in general, a solution to (2.3) will not help us to answer 
(2.2). 2 
In Sections 3 and 4, the step-counting functions ~ = {~o, q)l ,...} are a 
sequence of partial recursive functions which satisfy not only the two axioms 
given in our introduction, but also the parallel axiom given in Landweber 
and Robertson (1972) (this third axiom is used only in the proof of Theorems 
(3.2) and (4.4)). 
PARALLEL AXIOM. There is a function ~/~2 such that for any ~ i ,  
~J , ¢~(i.s) satisfies 
¢,(,.j)(x) = ¢,(x) if ¢,(x) ~ #j(x) 
= ¢~(x) otherwise, 
~b (,.j)(x) = min({0)i(x), ¢i(x)}). 3
Section 3 deals with the upper bound on the biggest argument on which 
a complex 0-1 -valued function is easy to compute. Section 4 is devoted to the 
question of upper bounding the number of arguments on which the function is 
easy to compute. 
3. UPPER BOUND ON MAX (Eg(i)) 
Our first theorem shows that if the recursive function g is sufficiently 
large, then for every 0-1-valued, g-difficult recursive function f, there is no 
effective procedure for answering quastion (2.2), i.e., there is no recursive 
function h such that h(i) >/max(Eg(i)) for every ¢i = f. 
1 If A is a finite set, then max(A) is the largest element in A and g(A) is the number 
of elements in A. 
Note that from the exact value of max(Eg(i)), we can compute the exact value of 
#(Eg(i)) and vice versa. 
a If A is a set, then min(A) is the least element in A. 
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The proof makes implicit use of the recursion theorem, and is based on the 
following fact: Let f be any 0-1-valued function. For any x, since either 
f(x) ~ 0 orf(x) -- 1, it is not hard to construct aprogramj which computesf 
rapidly on input x. 
THEOREM (3.1). For all sufficiently large g ~1,  for any O-l-valued 
recursive function f and for every recursive function h, there are infinitely many 
k such that 
(a) ¢~=f ,  
(b) ~x[x > h(k) and ~0k(x ) < g(x)]. 
Pro@ Let ~ E ~1 have the following properties. For every i and x, 
(a) ~bd~)(x  converges if and only if #~(x) converges; 
(b) #~(i)(x) > max({x, ¢,(x)}) on domain (¢0. 
Smullyan's double recursion theorem (Rogers, 1967) enables us to construct 
3o, $1 E ~2 such that 
¢~o(~,;~(~) = 0 
= ¢;(x) 
¢a,(i.,)(x) = 1 
= ¢~(~) 
if x = max({O~(O(~o(i,j) ), ~o(O(8~(i,j))}) 
otherwise, 
if x = max({Oo(i)(~o(i,j)), q~dO(3~(i,j))}) 
otherwise. 
In addition, we require that for every i,j, 
8o(i,j) > max({i,j})& 31(i,j) > max({i,j}). 
Observe that if ¢3" is an 0-1-valued recursive function, then for every i, either 
~0(~,j) or ¢~1(~,j) equals ¢~. 
Letp  a~a be defined as follows: 
p(i,j, x) = q)~o(¢,s)(x) + q)~(~,,)(x) + 1 
if x ---- max({¢d~)(8o(i,j) ), q5 (,)(3~(i,/)))) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Let r(x) = maxi<~.j<~ ({p(i,j, x))). 
Now letg s~l  be given, such thatg ~> r a.e. Let f  = ¢, be an 0-1-valued 
recursive function such that for all x >~ j, g(x) >/r(x), and let h = ¢i be any 
recursive function. From the definition of ~, ~(¢) is recursive. 
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From the definition of 8 0 and ~1, either ¢~0(~,~) = f or ¢,x(¢,~) = f. Without 
loss of generality, assume ¢%(~.,,) = f, and let k ~- ~o(i,j). Therefore, Ck = f. 
From the choice of r, there is some x 0 such that 
q~,~(x0) = q~o(~j)(x0) < r(xo) ~ g(Xo) 
where x 0 = max{~(~.)(30(i, j)) ~bo(~)(3~(i,j))}, so by (b), x 0 > ¢~(8o(i,j)) = h(k). 
Since there are an infinite number of programs for f,  and both 30 and 31 have 
values greater than their arguments, there are infinitely many such k. | 
Hence, we see that i fg ~ ~ is sufficiently large, then for every 0-1-valued, 
g-difficult recursive function f, it is not possible to recursively bound for 
every program i off, the biggest integer on which program i is easy to compute 
(relative to g). But can there be a partial recursive bound ? That is, does there 
exist ¢ ~ ~x such that if ¢i ~ f then ¢(i) converges and for all x greater than 
¢(i), q)~(x) > g(x). The corollary to Theorem 3.2 shows that again this is not 
possible. Theorem 3.2 says that if there is a partial recursive bound, then there 
is a recursive bound. 
THEOREM (3.2). 
there is a ¢ ~ ~1 such that 
oo 
Vj[¢~ = f --> ¢(j) converges and ¢(j) >/max(Eo(j))], (1) 
then there is an h ~ ~1 such that 
O9 
Vj[¢~ = f ~ h(j) >~ max(E~(j))]. (2) 
Proof. Let g, f ~ ~1 be given for which there is a ~b ~ ~1 satisfying con- 
dition (1). Since max(Eg(j)) exists, if ¢~ = f, ¢ ~ ~1 can be modified such that 
(1) holds for all j  instead of almost allj. We shall assume that this is true for 
our ¢. Let ~/~z  be as in the parallel axiom. Let ¢~ = f and, therefore, for 
every j, if ¢,(~,~) = f then ¢(~(k, j)) converges and 
¢(n(k,j)) ~ max(Eg(n(k,j))). 
For every j, compute h(j) as follows: 
Spend approximately half of the time computing ~(~(k,j)), using some 
standard program for ¢ and 7- Should this computation converge first, 
set h(j) = ~(n(k,j)). Spend the remaining time computing 4,(~3)(0), 
f(0), ¢,(~. ~)(1),f(1) ..... I f  for some x, q~,(,.~.)(x) @ f(x), then set h(j) -~ O. 
Let g ~ ~1.  For every g-difficult recursive function f, if 
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We now show that h defined above is recursive. First note that for every 
j, qS,(k,~) is recursive by the parallel axiom and our choice of k. I f  ¢,(e,~-) is 
recursive by the parallel axiom and our choice of k. If¢,(~.~.) = f, then ~b(~7(k,j)) 
converges and, therefore, so does h(j). Otherwise, there is some x such that 
~b,(k,,)(x ) =/- f(x). Since both ¢,(~.~.) and f are recursive, this can be found 
recursively. In this case again, h(j) converges. It  remains to show that h 
satisfies condition (2). 
I f  4~ = f, then ¢,(~.~) = f. By our choice of ~b, ¢(~(k, j)) converges. Further, 
by the parallel axiom, for every x, ~b,(~,j)(x)~< ~b~(x), and qSj(x)< g(x) 
implies ffo,(k,,)(x ) < g(x). This means EaOT(k,j)) contains Eg(j). So we have 
max(Eg(~(k,j))) ~ max(Eg(j)). 
Since ~,(~,,) =f ,  ~b(~7(k,j)) is greater than or equal to max{Eg('q(k,j))}. In
addition, h(j) is equal to ~b(~(k,j)) in this case. The above inequality implies 
that 
h(j) >~ max(Eo(j)). | 
COROLLARY (3.3). For all sufficiently large g ~1,  if f ~ l  is O-l-valued 
and g-difficult, then for every ~ ~ ~1, if ~b(j) converges for almost every q~ = f, 
then there are infinitely many j such that Cj -- f and 
3x[x > ¢(j) and ~,(x) < g(x)]. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems (3.1) and (3.2). | 
Thus, we see that even a partial recursive upper b6und on max(Eg(i)) is not 
possible. However, the next theorem will show that there is a bound which is 
recursive in K. a 
THEOREM (3.4). For every g ~1,  if f c~x is g-difficult, then there exists 
an h recursive in K such that 
~o~ 
follows: 
vi[¢, = f ~ (vx > h(i))[~i(x) ~> g(~)]]. 
Let f, g ~~1 be given such that f is g-difficult. Define a ~1 as 
¢~(,)(y) = 1 if ~x • y[~,(x) < g(x)] 
= diverges otherwise. 
4 K = {x [ ¢~(x) converges}(see Rogers, 1967). 
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For every i, compute h(i) as follows: 
Spend approximately half of the computation time trying to find the 
least y such that ¢~(i)(Y) diverges. Should this y be found, set h(i) = y. 
Spend the remaining time checking whether there is some x such that 
¢,(x) diverges or ¢~(x) converges but is not equal to f (x).  I f  yes, set 
h(i) = O. 
For every i, depending upon whether ~i ----- f or not, either one of the two 
processes in the above definition of h will succeed. Both processes are effective 
if K is available as an oracle. Hence, h is recursive in K. To see this h satisfy 
the theorem, simply observe that 6o(1)(Y) diverges implies for every x > y, 
¢i(x) ~ g(x). | 
4. UPPE~ BOUND ON #(Eg(i)) 
Let g ~ ~1 be given. For any 0-1-valued, g-difficult f ~ ~ we are interested 
in question (2.3): 
Does there exist a recursive function h such that for every program i 
which computes f, h(i) upper bounds #(Eg(i)) ? 
To make our notation a little simpler, we define a function e in terms of the 
set E. 
D~FINITION (4.1). Letg  ~ l , fe~l  
el,o(i) -~ #{x [ Oi(x) < g(x)} if ¢i = f 
= 0 otherwise. 
Observe that es. ~ is not recursive. I f  f is not g-difficult, ef,~(i) may not even 
be defined. 
Given any f, g ~1 such that f  is g-difficult, we wish to find a function h 
that is greater than e~, oalmost everywhere. Since question (2.2) has a solution 
recursive by K in Theorem (3.4) we see that there exists such a function h 
recursive in K. 
In Rabin's original construction of a complex, 0-1-valued recursive 
function f, Slum (1970) has noted that for every program i off ,  ¢i is large 
except for at most 2i arguments. In other words, ey.g(i) ~ 2i almost every- 
where. 
Meyer and McCreight (1970) have proved the stronger result that for 
any recursive function g, there actually exists a g-difficult 0-l-valued function 
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f with that property that %~(i) is roughly bounded above by log i for every 
index i of f. 
Hence, we see that there exist g-difficult, 0-1-valued functions f ~ ~1 such 
that ee. a can be recursively bounded. But can we say the same thing for any 
0-1-valued recursive function which is g-difficult ? 
Our next theorem will show that the answer to this question is no. In fact, 
for all sufficiently large recursive function g, there exists a 0-1-valued, 
g-difficult recursive function f such that ef.~ cannot be recursively bounded. 
DEFINITION (4.2). c~ is a growing-interval function if and only if 
2tz[c~(z + 1) -- c~(z)] is monotonically increasing. 
DEFINITION (4.3). Let a be a growing-interval function. A recursive 
function f is said to be a-computable if and only if for every z, 
vy[a(~) ~< y < a(~ + l) --,y(y) =](~(.))]. 
It should be clear that for any recursive function g and any growing-interval 
function a, there exists an a-computable, 0-1-valued recurslve function f
which is g-difficult. 
Let a be any growing-interval function. The following theorem says that 
for all sufficiently large recursive functions g, any a-computable function f
which is g-difficult has the property that el,g cannot be recursively bounded. 
THEOREM (4.4). Let a ~ ~1 be a growing-interval function. For all suffi- 
ciently large g e ~1,  if  an a-computable and O-l-valued recursive function f is 
g-difficult, then for all recursive functions h, 
03 
3j[q~, --  f and el, g(j ) > h(j)]. 
Proof. The proof is based on two lemmas. In these lemmas we have chosen 
a to be a growing-interval function and W~ = K. 5 c~ and We will remain 
fixed throughout our proof. 
LEMMA 1. ~tro , or1 ~ ~ , ~go ~ ~1 such that 
(a) Vi[¢~ total--~¢%(i,~) , ¢~1(~.x) total for every x] 
(b) Vi[Ax[%(i, x)] & Ax[al(i , x) are increasing] 
(c) W[¢~-computable & O-l-valued --~ Vx[~%(i,~) = ¢~ or ¢=1(~,~:) -- ¢~-]] 
5 W~ = {X [ Cx(X) converges}. 
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(d) Vi[Vx¢~(x) converges --+ e, oo,,,~,,go(%(i , x)) >~ @~(x) 
& e,o,,,.,,.&,(i, x)) >~ ~(x)] 
LEMMA 2. Let go be as in Lemma I . For any g ~ H 1 and g >/go a.e. if f is 
an o~-computable, O-l-valued function which is g-difficult, then 
Vh[h total & h >/es. ~ a.e. -~ W~ ~ rGh]. 6 
Here, C,, (graph of h) = ((x, y)  I h(x) = y}. 
With these two lemmas, we now prove the theorem. Let go be given by 
Lemma 1. Assume that the recursive function g is greater than go almost 
everywhere. Let f  be any 0-1-valued, a-computable r cursive function which 
is g-difficult. 
Assume, to the contrary, that there is a recursive function h such that for 
almost every j, 
either Sj :/: f or ef,g(j) <~ h(j). 
Since $j 4: fimplies ef.q(j) = 0, we have 
v#f,o(/) < h(j). 
By Lemma 2, this implies W~ ~ rGT~ • This contradicts he nonreeursiveness 
of K. | 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let q ~ ~2 be defined as follows: 
q(i, x) = ~44z)  > i, x, *~(x) & 4z  + l) - 4z) > ¢~(x)]. 
Since.  is a growing-interval function, 
Vi, x[~b~(x) converges --~ q(i, x) converges]. 
For every x, ~(q(i, x)) is the beginning of an interval in the line representing 
~4 z, whieh lies beyond ~0~(x). 
Let Q[i, x, y] ~ c~(q(i, x)) <~ y < c~(q(i, x) + 1). 
Observe that 
Q[i, x, y] +-+ y > ~)~(x) & o~(qq, x)) <~ y < o~(q(i, x) + 1). 
Hence, Ai, x, y[Q[i, x, y]] is a recursive predicate. 
6 If  A, B are sets, then A < rB  stands for A is "Tur ing  reducible" to B or "A  is 
recursive in B."  See (Rogers, 1967). 
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With this Q, we can define two recursive functions %,  c h as follows: 
4oo(i.~)(Y) = 0 if Q[i, x, y] 
= ~(y)  otherwise; 
G~<~)(y)  = 1 if Q[i,x,y] 
= ~i(Y) otherwise. 
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except for y satisfying Q[i, x, yJ. For all such y, either 
¢dy)  = o = ¢~o<.)(y) or ¢ i (y)  = 1 = 4o1(i.~)(y). 
To prove Lemma 1 (d), we first define p ~ ~z  as follows: 
p(i, x, y) = ~o(,.~)(Y) + ¢G<.)(Y) 
= 0 otherwise. 
if Q[i, x,y] 
Since Q[i, x,y] is recursive and Q[i, x,y] implies that 4%(i,+)(Y) and 
~,~1(i.~)(y ) converge, we see that p is recursive. 
Let go(Y) = 1 q- max,<v ,,<~ ({p(i, x, y)}). Clearly go is recursive. 
For every i and x, if q~(x) converges, then from our definition of Q, we 
have #{ylQ[i, x,y]} ~> ~(x) .  
By definition of p, this implies 
and 
#{Y / ~o(i,~)(Y) ~ p(i, x, y)} /> q~k(x) 
#{y  [ q~o~(<.)(y) ~ p(i, x, y)} ~> q~k(x). 
Since for every i, x, Q[i, x, y] implies that y is greater than i and x, by 
definition o fg  0 , we have 
ee,,~o, ' ~, go(%(i, x)) = #{y ] (boo(¢,~)(y) < go(Y)} ~ q)k(x) 
By standard padding method, both % and al can be made to be increasing 
on the second variable as required by Lemma l(b). 
I f  4~" is total, then for every x, y, ~%(i,x)(Y) and 4¢1(i,~)(y ) converge. This 
proves Lemma l(a). 
To prove Lemma l(c), assume ~i to be a-computable. Observe that for 
every x, 
4+(Y) ~-~ 4oo(+.~)(Y) -~ 4¢lri.x)(Y) 
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and 
e,o~,,~,,go(al(i, x)) = #{y I ~o~(,,~)(y) < g0(Y)} >~ O,~(x). 
This completes the proof of Lemma l(d). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let go be as in Lemma 1. Let g andf  be as required by 
Lemma 2. Let h be any total recursive function such that h is greater than 
e~,g a.e. Let u be such that for all y greater than u, g(y) >~ go(Y). Let ¢~ = f. 
Let q~(x) converge. By Lemma l(c) either 6%(,.~) -----f or ¢o~(~.~)=f. I  
¢%(z,~) = f, then by Lemma l(b) for large enough x, 
h(~oq, ~)) >t e~,o(~oq, x)); 
h(ao(l, x)) -~ u ~ e~,go(ao(l , x)) (by definition of e & choice of u) 
>~ qS~(x) (by Lemma l(d)). 
Similarly if ¢.~(~,~) = f we can show that h(al(l , x)) + u >/#k(x) provided 
¢~(x) converges for some large enough x. 
So we have, for almost all x, if q~(x) converges then, either 
or  
. + h(~oq, ~)) >~ ~(x)  
+ h(~lq, ~)) >/*~(x). 
If ~(x)  diverges, ~(x)  > h(ao(l , x)) + u & q)~(x) > h(~l(l, x)) + u. Hence, 
for almost all x, 
x ~ w~ ~.~(x)  < h(~o(Z, x)) + u or ¢~(x) < h(~q, x)) + u. 
Since ao, ~z are recursive and fixed, this implies We ~ TGh. | 
By similar construction toTheorem (3.2), we can show easily the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM (4.5). Let g E ~1 .For all recursive functions f which are g-difficuh, 
there is ¢ ~ ~z such that 
oz  
Vj[~j = f -+  ¢(j) converges and ¢(j) >/el,g(j)] ; 
then there is h e ~1 such that 
co 
Vj[¢~- = f --+ h(j) >/ef.g(j)]. 
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As an immediate consequence of Theorems (4.4) and (4.5), we have the 
following Corollary. 
COROLLARY (4.6). Let a ~1 be a growing-interval function. For all 
sufficiently large g ~ ~1, if an a-computable and 0-1-valued recursive function f 
is g-difficult, then for all partial recursive ~, if for almost every i, ¢i ~- f implies 
~(i) converges, then 3~j[~j ~- f and ef,g(j) > ~(j)]. 
Hence, we see that there exists a complex 0-1-valued recursive function f 
such that the function h in question (2.3) cannot even be partially recursive. 
Let us summarize what we have done so far. Section 3 tells us that question 
(2.2) neither has a recursive nor a partial recursive solution, though it does 
have a solution which is recursive in K. In Section 4 we see that while for 
some 0-1-valued recursive functions, question (2.3) has a recursive solution, 
there is a large class of complex 0-1-valued recursive functions for which 
there is no effective procedure to upper bound the number of arguments on 
which the function is easy to compute. 
Given a 0-1-valued, recursive function f, in what follows we shall turn our 
attention to how "good" its lower bounds are as estimates on its complexity 
and how "complex" these lower bounds are themselves. 
5. "GOODNESS" AND "COMPLEXITY" OF LOWER BOUNDS 
Given a recursive function f, in general there is more than one recursive 
function which can serve as a lower bound on the complexity of its programs. 
Since we are interested in the computational complexity off, the closer that 
a lower bound is to the step-counting functions o f f ' s  programs the better. 
We introduce another ecursive function r to measure how far or close a lower 
bound is from the step-counting function for f ' s  program. In other words, in 
order to be qualified to be a "good" lower bound, a recursive function g not 
only must be a lower bound on the number of steps it takes to computer, but 
also r o g is an upper bound on the number of steps a certain program takes 
to computer. Formally, we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION (5.1). Let r ~N2 and f~ l  • We say that g ~N1 is a good 
lower boundforf (mod r) if and only if 
(a) w[¢, = f~ Wx[~(x) >I g(x)]], 
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To simplify notations, we adopt the following convention: ois an operator, 
such that for r 6 ~22 and g E~I ,  r o g means hx[r(x, g(x))]. Given recursive 
functions f and r, is there always a recursive function g which is a good lower 
bound fo r f  (mod r) ? The thing we have to worry about here is the possibility 
that programs for f might be able to be sped-up by a factor of r (cf. (Blum, 
1970)). To rule out these cases, we introduce the concept of a best program 
forf .  
DEFINITION (5.2). Let r~ 2. We say that f~ l  has a best program 
(mod r) if and only if there is ¢~ = f such that 
0o 
Vj[qSj = f -~  Vx[ r  o ~ j (x )  >/(b/~(x)] ] .  
PROPOSITION (5.3). Let r ~ ~2 be given such that r is increasing in its second 
argument. Any f E ~1 has a good lower bound (rood r) if and only if f has a best 
program (rood r). 
Proof. 3 .  Let g be f ' s  good lower bound (mod r). That is 
Viler. = f --* qSi(x ) >/g(x) a.e.] 
and 
3j[~ = f & r o g(x) >~ ~j(x) a.e.] 
We will show that j  is f ' s  best program (rood r). 
Assume to the contrary that there is ¢i = f such that 
r o ~(x)  < ~(x)  i.o. 
Since ~bj(x) <~ r(x, g(x)) a.e. by choice of j, this implies 
r o qS,(x) < r o g(x)  i.o. 
Because r is increasing in its second argument, we have 
q)i(x) < g(x) i.o., 
contradicting the fact that g is a lower bound for f. 
~ :  Let k be a best program (rood r) fo r f~ 1 . Define g as follows: 
g(x)  = ~y[r(x, y) >~ ~(x)].  
Since ¢~ is reeursive, g is clearly recursive. We will show that g is a good 
lower bound (mod r) forf.  
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Assume that there is ¢~ = f and #~(x) < g(x) i.o. By definition of g, this 
means r o ~i(x) % ~bk(x ) i.o., contradicting our choice of k being the best 
program (mod r) forf.  Hence, we can conclude that 
co 
Vi[¢ i = f --~ Vx[q)~(x) /> g(x)]]. 
Moreover, from the definition of g, it is clear that 
¢7~ = f and r o g(x) >~ g)1~(x) a.e. 
Thus, g is a good lower bound fo r f (mod r). | 
From this proposition we see that whenever f has a best program (mod r), 
there is always a good lower bound fo r f  (rood r). The next question is how 
fast we can compute these good lower bounds. 
"How fast or how slow" is a relative concept. Depending on the standard 
we choose, there are several ways of looking at the problem. There is a class 
of recursive functions which can be called "fairly fast" to compute, if we 
compare the running time it takes to compute these recursive functions with 
their output. In the literature, such functions are called "honest" (cf. (Meyer 
and Ritchie, 1968)) because their values reflect their computational com- 
plexity. 
DEFINITION (5.4). Let 0 e ~2.  ¢~ is 0-honest if and only if g°~x[O o¢(x)/> 
~,(x)]. 
For example, step-counting functions are always honest, whereas a difficult 
to compute O- l-valued function is highly dishonest. 
Informally, our next proposition says that if we do not count the number 
of steps to compute r, then any recursive function f that has a good lower 
bound (mod r) must have one which is "fairly easy" to compute. 
PROPOSITION (5.5). Let r ~ ~2 be increasing in its second argument. There is 
an h ~ ~2 such that for every recursive function f,  i f  f has a good lower bound 
(rood r), then f has an h-honest good lower bound (mod r). 
Proof. Let a ~ ~1 be defined so that 
¢oo>(x) = ~y[r(x, y) > ~;(x)]. 
Observe ~dj)(x) = y iff r(x, y) > Os(x) > r(x, y - -  1). 
643131/1-3 
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Let p ~ ~3 and h E ~2 be defined as follows: 
p(j, x, y) = q~(j)(x) if ¢o(j)(x) = y 
= 0 otherwise; 
h(x, y) = ma<~{p(j, x, y)). 
From the definitions ofp and h, it is clear that 
co 
v j  Vx[h o ~o~,~(x) >t ~<j~(x)] 
Suppose f has a good lower bound (mod r). Then by Proposition (5.3), 
f has a best programj (mod r). That is 
Vi[~ = f--~ r o ~.(x) ) ~bj(x) a.e.] 
By recalling the definition of a, the fact thatj  is a best program for f  (rood r) 
implies 
Vi[~, = f--~ ~(x) • 6o(~-)(x) a.e.] 
From the fact that 6j = f and from the definition of a, it is clear that 
r o 4,~(j>(x) >~ ,t,,(x) a.e. 
Hence, ~d~) is a good lower bound fo r f  (rood r). From the definition of h, 
we see that ~0") is also h-honest. | 
The obvious weakness of Proposition (5.5) is that h might be much larger 
than r, so that the so-called h-honest lower bounds might turn out to be more 
complex than some of the fast programs for f. In order to decide whether a 
lower bound is useful or not, we have to compare its complexity with that of 
some good programs forf. 
Let any recursive functionsf and r be given. Wheneverf has a good lower 
bound (rood r), we wish we could find a good lower bound g for f (rood r) 
that can be computed faster than the best program forf. Otherwise g is useless 
in the sense that we would choose to run the best program for f rather than 
trying to use g to estimate the minimum number of steps necessary to compute 
f. But, the question is: Can this always be done ? 
Our main result in the next section asserts that this is not possible for some 
recursive functions r and f. 
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6. USELESS LOWER BOUNDS 
Our next theorem shows the existence of a recursive function r and 
O-l-valued recursive function f with the following properties: 
(a) There is a good lower bound fo r f  (rood r); 
(b) if g is a lower bound for f (mod r), then g is useless as a lower 
bound for f in the sense that for almost all x, it takes too much time to 
compute g(x) compared with that of some good programs forf.  
Before stating the theorem, we need the following definition to formalize 
the notion of the uselessness of lower bounds. 
DEFINITION (6.1)5 Let o~, fl E~ 2 . ~j is ~-fl useless as a lower bound fo r f  
if and only if there is ¢~ ~ f such that if x is sufficiently large, either 
(a) for every ~b i = f, g)i(x) > fi o ¢b(x), or 
(b) ~,(x) > a o (bk(x) 
In essence, c¢ measures how long it takes to compute ¢~. relative to some 
program k for f, and/3 measures how bad Cj is as an estimate for the number of 
steps it takes to computef.  
THEOI~EM (6.2). Let ~ ~ ~?2 be given such that it is nondecreasing in its first 
argument. There exists an arbitrarily large r ~ ~2 such that for every fl ~ ~ , 
there are an arbitrarily large recursive function g and a O-l-valued recursive 
function f with the following properties: 
(a) g is a good lower bound for f (mod r); 
(b) every ¢~ is ~-fi useless as a lower bound for f. 
Remark (6.3). For proper interpretation of the theorem, fi should be 
chosen much greater than r. Then, in particular, the theorem says that for 
any good lower bound Cj for f (rood fi), there is Ck --~ f such that q~j(x) > 
o qbk(x ) almost everywhere. 
Remark (6.4). A formulation stronger than the statement of Theorem (6.2) 
would require the uniform existence of r independent of ~ and ft. It can be 
shown that this is false. 
In  some complexity measure (25, we may have Vk 3j (¢j ~ ¢~ and ¢~-~ q~). I f  k is 
an index for f ,  for such ¢~, condit ion (a) is not  satisfiable for/3 > identity, function. 
However, condition (b) is still satisfiable by choosing k' v a k such that Ck' = f ,  even 
though ~ > identity function. Hence, it is still possible for such ¢~ to be ~-fl-useless. 
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The theorem is based on a sequence of six lemmas, whose proofs are left 
as an exercise for the reader. Lemma 0 is similar to those used in proving the 
"top of the gap" theorem (Chow, 1972), while Lemmas 1-5 are patterned 
after those used in proving the "operator speed-up" theorem (Meyer and 
Fisher, 1968). 
Before starting these lemmas, these additional definitions are needed. 
DEFINITION (6.5). ¢~ defines the sequence of functions (qi)z~=o given by 
qi = x>)] .  
DEFINITION (6.6). T~,,, = {(y,j) I u ~ j  ~y  ~ x). 
LEMMA 0. There is s ~ ~a such that: 
(a) I f  ¢~ e ~1 defines a sequence (q,)i~o, ¢~ = f ie ~2 and q~. ~ ~1 (¢,~ 
will be a lower bound on g), then g = ¢~(~ ..... ) ~ ~1,  and 
(1) for every x, g(x) >~ max((x, ¢, (x ) ,g (x -  1)}), 
(2) for every i and almost all x, if ~,(x) > g(x), then qS,(x) > qig(x), 
else g(x) > [3 o ¢.(x); 
(b) let M, m, n, x, z, [Q(I, m, n, x, z)] be the predicate defined by the 
following statement: "There is some w <~ z such that 
(1) q~z(<i,y)) <~ zfor  al l i  <~ xand i  <~y <~ w, and 





(v ,~ TX,U 
v x 
y -Ax is  
(argument) 
FmuI~E 1 
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Note. Lemma 0(b) is only used in the proof of Lemma 4 to make h 
recursive. 
With s as in Lemma O, there is a function t e 8~ which satisfies Lemmas 1-4. 
LEMMA 1. I f  ~t , ~ E 81 and ¢.. ~ 8~ and f = ¢t(o.o,~ ..... ), then fEB  1 is 
O-l-valued, and ¢~ ~- f implies that ~i(x) > pi(x) for almost all x, where 
Pi = a1¢z((i, ¢,(a ..... )(x))). 
LEMMA 2. I f  ¢~ , ¢~ ~ 81 and ¢,, ~ 8~ , then for ever 3, u, there exists a v 
such that Ct( .... ~ ..... ) = Ct(o,o,l,~,,O • 
LEMMA 3. For every u, v, 1, m, n, x, let pi = dj((i, (~s(Lm,n)(X))) forevery i. 
I f  po(y) converges for all (y , j )  ~ T~,~ v T~.o, then ¢e(~,,,~,~,~)(x) converges. 
LEMMA 4, Let 8 ~ ~?~ be defined by 
Ce(u.~)(Y) = max({y, ~a((i, z)) I (z, i) ~ Tu,~} ).
There is a function h ~ 82 ,  nondecreasing in both of its arguments, such that if  
¢1, ¢ ,  ~ 81 ,  ¢,~ ~ 82 , then for all u, v, 
h(x, Ca(,,,t)(~(t ..... )(x))) > Ct(u,v,t,m,n)(X) a.e. 
LEMMA 5. Let 3 and h be as in Lemma 4. Let c~ ~ 8~ be given. There is 
¢t E81 which defines a sequence of functions {qi}i~o such that for all i, the 
following inequalities hold a.e. 
(a) qi > Ax[x], 
(b) q~ > Zx[ho qi+a(x)], 
(c) q, > ¢~(,,~), 
(d) q, > ~x[~ o q~+l(x)]. 
Proof of Theorem. b and ¢~ are the lower bounds on the magnitudes of r 
and g, respectively. Let b~8~ and a~82 be given. Let S68a  be as in 
Lemma 0. With this s, there is a t c 85 which satisfies Lemmas 1-4. For 8, h 
defined by Lemma 4 and the given o~, we can construct asequence (q~}~°= 0 with 
an index l as in Lemma 5. Let r(x, y) = max({b(x, y), qo(Y)}) + 1. Since b, 
is recursive and so is qo by Lemma 5, we see that r c82  and exceeds b. 
To prove the theorem, let fi = ¢~ ~ 8~,  ¢~ ~ 81 be given. Let g ~ ~(~,~,~) . 
By Lemma O(a), g ~ 81 is equal to or greater than Cn- Let f ~ Ct(0,o,~,m,~) • 
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Sinee¢~, ¢~ ~1,  ¢., ~2 by Lemma 1, f (~1 and is 0-1-valued. We will 
show that r, g and f, thus defined, satisfy the theorem. 
We have for every i, x, 
p~(x) =¢~(<i,¢~{,,~,,)(~))) 
=q,(g(~)). 
By Lemma 5(a) and Lemma 0(a), for almost all x, p,(x) > g(x). Since by 
Lemma 1, ¢i = f implies that Oi > Pi a.e., this means gi[¢i = f--+ ~bi > g 
a.e.]. 
By using the properties of the lemmas, we can easily derive the following 
sequence of inequalities, for almost all x: 
tog(x) > qog(x) 
> h(g(x), ql(g(x))) 
> h(x, q~(g(x))) 
> h(x, ¢~(2,,)(g(x))) 
by definition of r, 
by Lemma 5(b) & Lemma 0(a) (1), 
h nondecreasing in first argument and Lemma 
0(a) 0), 
h non-decreasing in second argument, Lemma 
5(c) and Lemma 0(a) (1). 
By Lemma 2, there is v such that if we let k' -= t(2, v, l, m, n), then ¢7~' = f. 
Furthermore, since by Lemma 4, h(x, Ca2a)(g(x))) > O~,(x) a.e., the last 
inequality above implies that 
r(x,g(,)) > e~,(,) a.e. 
Thus, we have proved that g is a good lower bound fo r f  (rood r). 
To show (b) of the theorem, consider any partial recursive function ¢3 • 
By Lemma 2, there is some v such that if k = t(j 47 3, v, l, m, n), then 
¢1~ -~ f- For x large enough, either ~b~(x) ~ g(x) or ¢b3(x ) > g(x). 
Case (1). q~y(x) ~ g(x). By Lemma 0(a)(2), this implies that 
~oCj(x) <g(x). 
Since g is a lower bound for f, we have O i >/g a.e. for every i, ¢i = f. This, 
together with the above inequalities, implies that for every i, ¢i = f, 
O~(x) >/3  o ¢,(x). 
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Case (2). ~j(x) > g(x). By Lemma O(a) (2), this implies that ¢~(x) > qig(x). 
By using the properties of the lemmas, again we can derive the following 
sequence of inequalities: 
qj+~g(x) > h(g(x), qj+2(g(x))) 
> h(x, qj+2(g(x))) 
> h(., ¢~o+~,~) (g(x))) 
> q%(x) 
by Lemma 5(b) & Lemma 0(a) (1), 
h nondecreasing in first argument & Lemma 
O(a) (1), 
h nondecreasing in second argument & Lemma 
5(c) & Lemma O(a) (1), 
by Lemma 4. 
Since c~ is nondecreasing in its second argument, the last inequality in the 
above implies that 
a(x, q~+l(g(x))) >/ a(x, ¢~(x)) a.e. 
By recalling the fact that q~j(x) > q~g(x) by Lemma 0(a)(2) and qjg(x) > 
o~(x, qj+lg(x)) by Lemma 5(d), Lemma 0(a) (1) and a being nondecreasing in 
its first argument, we have ~(x)  > ~ o Ck(x) for sufficiently large x. 
Hence, we can conclude that Cj is a-fl useless as a lower bound forf. | 
Let r 1 be some arbitrarily large recursive function. Pick a recursive function 
rz to be much larger than q .  Our next theorem says that there is an arbitrarily 
large recursive function g and an 0-1-valued reeursive function f with the 
following properties: g is a good lower bound for f (rood rl); however, no 
step-counting function can ever be a good lower bound fo r f  (mod r2). 
We shall prove this result as a corollary to Theorem (6.2). 
COROLLARY (6.7). There exists r 1 ~ ~ such that for every r 2 ~ ~2 , there is 
an arbitrarily large recursive function g and an O-l-valued recursive function f 
with the following properties: 
(a) Vi[¢i = f~ ¢~ > g a.e.], 
(b) 3k[¢k = f & qbk(x) < r~ o g(x) a.e.], 
(c) Vm[if[Vi¢i = f -+ q)m ~ q~i a.e.], then r~ o ~(x)  < g(x) a.e.] 
Proof. Let ~ E 21 be defined such that for every i, ¢o(i) ---- ~b i . It is easy to 
construct a 0 ~ ~2,  nondecreasing in both of its arguments, uch that 
vi[o o m,(~) > m~(,)(x) a.e.]. 
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Let a > 0. By Theorem (6.2), there is r 6 ~.  Choose r to be increasing 
and let r 1 = r. Given r 2 ~ ~2,  define 13 = hx, y[rl(x , r2(x ,y))]. By Theorem 
(6.2), there exists a pair of recursive functions f and g with g arbitrarily large 
and f, 0-1-valued. We shall show that they satisfy the corollary. 
From the definition of a good lower bound, it is clear that Theorem (6.2)(a) 
implies (a) and (b) of the corollary. To prove (c), assume that ~m is a lower 
bound for f, i.e., 
Vi[¢i  ~- f --~ @i >~ q~ a.e.]. 
We will first show that 
gi[(~ = f ~ ~bi(x ) > 13o q~(x)  a.e.]. (6.8) 
Suppose that there is i 0 such that ¢i ° = f and @io(x ) <~ 13 o ~(x)  i.o. Let 
j = o(m). By Theorem (6.2)(b), ¢~ is c~-fi useless as a lower bound forf.  That 
is, there is ¢~ = f, and, in particular, with ¢i ° = f, we have for almost all x, 
either 
~,o(X) >/3°  ¢,(~) - -  13o ¢~(x),  
or  
• ~(x) > ~o ¢~(~). 
By our choice of i0, this implies that 
Since ~ > 0, we have 
q~s(x) > ~ o #~(x) i.o. 
%(~) > 0 o ~(x)  i.o. 
By this assumption, ~m is a lower bound for f. In particular, q)~ >/q~m. 
This, plus the fact that 0 is nondecreasing in its second argument, implies 
• ~(x) = q~(~)(x) > 0 o ~b~(x) i.o., 
contrary to our choice of O. 
Now assume that r~ o ~,,(x) >~ g(x) i.o. By choice, r 1 is increasing in its 
second argument, we have 
Mx,  r~ o ~m(x)) = 13 o ~m(x) >~ rl o g(x) i.o. 
Since g is a good lower bound fo r f  (rood r ~ rl) , there is Ck ~ f such that 
r 1 o g(x) >/qb~(x) a.e. 
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These two inequalities imply that 
o ¢~(x) ) 4~(x) i.o. 
Because q~ = f, this is contrary to (6.8). 
Thus, we have completed proving (c) of the Corollary. 
7. QUANTUM THEOREM 
As a by-product of the proof for Theorem (6.2), we have an interesting 
result on the structure of step-counting functions. 
THEOREM (7.1)(Quantum Theorem). For every r~2,  there is an 
arbitrarily large g E ~1 and a sequence Po , Pl , P2 ,... in ~1 with the property 
that for every i and almost all x, pi(x) > max({r o g(x), r o p~+l(x)}), and 
(a) Vi V°~x[O~(x) > g(x) ---> O~(x) > p,(x)], 
(b) Vj ~k W~Eg(x) < %(x) < p~(~)]. 
Remark (7.2). Po,P~,P2 ,..- define "quantum levels" above g. r is the 
"spacing" between these "quantum levels" and the recursive function g and 
is also the "spacing" between two successive "quantum levels." 
Remark (7.3). It is interesting to note that there can be no similar 
"quantum levels" below any recursive function g. 
For r ~ ~z  sufficiently large and any g ~ ~1,  there cannot be a sequence 
P0,P~,P2 ,..- in ~1 with the property that for every i and almost every 
x, r(x, pi(x)) < ({g(x), p,+l(x)}) such that 
(a) Vi V~°x[¢i(x) ~ g(x) --+ ~(x)  ~ p,(x)], 
(b) Vi ~k V~x[g(x) > q~k(x) > p,(x)]. 
Proof of Theorem (7.1). Let Lemmas 0-5 be as in the proof of Theorem 
(6.2), except with Lemma 5(a)' replacing Lemma 5(a): 
Lemma 5(a)'. qi(x) > maxu.< ~{~(y, x)}. It should be clear that this change 
can be taken care of by a slight modification of the original proof for Lemma 5. 
Let r ~ ~2 be given. Choose ~ such that for every x and y, ~(x q- 1, y) > 
max({r(x q- 1, y), ~(x, y), y}). Let s ~ ~ be as in Lemma 0. With this s, as in 
in the proof of Theorem (6.2), we can construct a sequence (q,)i~0 with an 
index l as in Lemma 5. 
Let¢ ,  ~1 be given. ¢ ,  will lower bound g. Letf i  = ¢~ be any function in 
~2 • Let g = ¢~(,.,~,~) and p, -- q,g for every i. 
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By Lemma 5(a)' and Lemma 0(a) (1), for every i and almost all x, pi(x) > 
o g(x). Furthermore, by Lemma 5(d), Lemma 0(a) (1), and ~ nondecreasing 
in its first argument, for all i and almost all x, we have p~(x) > ~ o pi+l(x). 
Since ~ > r by choice, these two inequalities imply that for all i and almost x, 
p,(x) > max({r o g(x), r o pi+l(X)}). 
Part (a) of the theorem follows directly from Lemma 0(a) (2). To prove (b) 
of the theorem, consider any pj.  As in the proof for Theorem (6.2), there is 
a #~ such that for x large enough, 
g(x) < ~)k(x) < qj+lg(x). 
By choice of a, Lemma 5(d), and g(x) > x for every x, we have for x large 
enough, 
q~+ig(x) < qjg(x) = p,(x). 
The above inequalities together prove (b) of the theorem. | 
The significance of the quantum theorem can be seen if we contrast it 
against he gap theorem (cf. (Borodin, 1972)) and the theorem on complexity 
sequence (cf. (Meyer and Fisher, 1968)). Let us first have the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION (7.4). For every r, t G~?I, such that r(y) > y for every y, 
g. ,  = {il rt(x) > ¢,(x) > t(x) a.e.} 
Then the three theorems can be formulated as follows. 
(7.5) GAP THEOREM (Borodin). For sufficiently large r~ l ,  there are 
arbitrary t ~ ~1 such that I~,t is empty. 
(7.6) QUANTUM THEOREM. For sufficiently large r ~ ~1,  there are arbitrary 
t ~ ~1 such that 
(1) the number of ieI~..t is infinite, 
(2) there is a sequence Po > Pl > P2 "'" in ~1 with the property that 
(a) for every i ~ L,~, 
qS,(x) > pi(x) a.e., 
(b) for every i, there is a j eI~,t such that 
, , (x) <~ p~(x) a.e. 
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(7.7) COMPLEXITY SEQUENCE (Meyer and Fisher). For sufficiently large 
r ~ ,  there are arbitrary t ~a~ 1 , and O- l -va luedf@~ 1 such that 
(1) the number of i e It, t is infinite, 
(2) there is a sequence Po > Pl > Ps "'" in ~1 with the property that 
(a) for every i E I r , , ,  i f~ i  =f ,  then 
(bi(x) > pi(x) a.e. 
(b) for every i, there is a j ~ L, ,  such that 
q~(x) ~ pi(x) a.e. 
The versions quoted in (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7) are weaker assertions than their 
corresponding original theorems. 
The gap theorem points out sparseness in the structure of step-counting 
functions. The quantum theorem indicates that even in regions where there 
is an infinite number of step-counting functions, it is still possible to "stratify" 
the step-counting functions by quantum levels. The difference between the 
quantum theorem and the complexity sequence theorem is that the former is 
making a statement about the structure of step-counting functions in general, 
whereas the latter is concerned with the step-counting functions of a particular 
recursive function f. 
g. CONCLUSION 
Given a recursive function f, we wish that we could estimate the minimum 
resources necessary to compute f without actually running a program for f. 
The whole idea, of course, is that we hope it is cheaper to run an estimate 
rather than an actual program for f ,  and at the same time to be able to have 
some knowledge about the complexity off .  In general, these estimates may 
fail on a finite number of arguments for each program that computes f. Our 
first main result, Theorem (4.4), shows the existence of a large class of 
0-1-valued recursive functions for which there is no recursive bound on these 
finite number of arguments on which the function is easy to compute. 
Our second main result, Theorem (6.2), is even more surprising. It shows 
that there are some recursive functions with the property that if we want to 
save money, we can only make bad estimates on the complexity of the function. 
There are good estimates, but these good estimates cost more to run than 
some actual programs for the function. In other words, for those recursive 
functions it is fruitless to make estimation on the complexity of the function. 
42 TSUN S. CHOW 
Our "quantum theorem" points out some interesting properties of step- 
counting functions in general. 
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